CRIMINAL LAW

TAKE HOME ASSIGNMENT #2

1. John and Mary are both driving cars on Main Street. Mary accidentally cuts John off. Mary pulls up to a red light at the next intersection. John pulls up next to her and points a gun at her. Mary screams and ducks. The light turns green and John speeds off. What, if anything, is John guilty of, and why?

2. John and Mary have an argument at a local bar. John threatens to hit Mary. Mary yells at John “go ahead and hit me you wimp”. John proceeds to hit Mary. Mary calls the police. What, if anything, is John Guilty of and why?

3. Mary is hunting. John, who has been stalking Mary, is secretly following her. Mary sees some game and begins shooting at it. John, who was hiding there in the bushes, is shot and killed. What, if anything, is Mary guilty of and why?

4. John and Mary are robbing a convenience store. As they leave the store, John trips and his shotgun accidentally goes off killing a store customer. What, if anything, is John guilty of, and why? What, if anything, is Mary guilty of and why?